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Structure of the (110) LnScO3 (Ln = Gd, Tb, Dy) surfaces
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The surface reconstruction on the (110) surface of LnScO3 (Ln = Gd, Tb, Dy) has been investigated using
x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, atomic force microscopy, and transmission electron diffraction coupled with
higher-level density-functional theory methods. The experimental techniques generate constraints on the surface
chemistry and structure that are used to inform the theoretical comparison of a number of potential surface
structures. The resulting structure is then compared to experimental aberration-corrected transmission electron
microscopy results using multislice simulation. The surfaces of both single-crystalline substrates and hydrosauna
synthesized nanoparticles exhibit a Sc-rich double layer with a Sc3O4 termination.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Due to their high dielectric constants [1], large optical band
gaps [2], abnormally large flexoelectric coefficients [3], and a
recent method to produce nanoparticles with a relatively high
degree of shape control [4] there has been a significant interest
in studying the lanthanide (Ln) scandates, LnScO3, for appli-
cations including film growth [5] and catalysis. The ability
to vary the lattice parameter of the material as one moves
down the lanthanide series is of interest for systematic studies,
such as exploring epitaxial strain effects [6,7]. However, oxide
surfaces are known to reconstruct into low-energy configura-
tions that can differ from the bulk, and these reconstructions
can have a notable impact on properties. For instance, surface
reconstructions can change surface electronic states, and those
with a different periodicity than the bulk lattice will have an
impact on epitaxy [8–10]. In addition, surface reconstructions
can change the surface chemistry, which will affect properties
such as surface mobility of adsorbed species [11]. These
effects are magnified for oxide nanoparticles, as the surface
to bulk ratio is much larger and the surface contribution to
the properties is palpable. An example of this is catalysis,
where different surface properties of nanoparticles can lead
to different adsorption behaviors or, in the case of supported
catalysts, unexpected catalyst-support interactions [11–13].

Structurally, most members of the LnScO3 family adopt
a distorted orthorhombic perovskite structure (space group
Pbnm) with a pseudocubic sublattice in the 〈110〉 and 〈001〉
directions. The pseudocubic lattice parameters relevant to this
work range from 3.946 Å for DyScO3 to 3.970 Å for GdScO3

[6]. The ScO6 octahedral units are rotated in phase about the
[001] axis and out of phase about the [11̄0] axis (a−a−c+ in
Glazer notation with respect to the Pbnm reference frame), the
rotation being more pronounced as the size of the lanthanide
decreases [14].

*Corresponding author: L-marks@northwestern.edu

Some literature already exists on the surface structure of
these materials indicating both A- and B-site terminations,
summarized by Biswas et al. [15]. When annealing in Ar gas a
Sc-rich surface was observed via Auger electron spectroscopy
[16]. A Dy-rich surface was observed after a brief (<1 h)
1320 K anneal in O2 gas, but this was replaced by a Sc-rich
surface in the same conditions at longer times (>10 h) [16].
Dirsyte et al. rationalize this as the oxidation, diffusion, and
evaporation of Dy species under oxidizing conditions, but
no structure was proposed for either surface. Additionally,
a Sc-rich surface prepared using a NaOH/H2O etch was
also observed and further characterized as a (1 × 1) structure
using time of flight mass spectroscopy of recoiled ions (TOF
MSRI), reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED),
and surface x-ray diffraction (SXRD) [17,18]. Neither the
exact surface chemistry nor the atomic structure has been
solved beyond hypothesizing the presence of surface oxygen
vacancies [18].

Here we present theoretical and experimental evidence
for the atomic structure of reconstructed LnScO3 (Ln = Gd,
Tb, Dy) (110) surfaces. Angle-resolved x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS) measurements and subsequent modeling
indicate the surface chemistry, and a combination of transmis-
sion electron diffraction (TED) and density-functional theory
(DFT) calculations shows the structure of these surfaces to be
very similar regardless of the A-site cation. The reconstruction
is also observed on nanoparticles using aberration-corrected
transmission electron microscopy (TEM).

II. METHODS

Single-crystal samples of GdScO3, TbScO3, and DyScO3

were prepared from substrates purchased through MTI Corpo-
ration. To fabricate the samples, 3-mm disks were cut from the
substrates, thinned with SiC sandpaper, and dimpled using a
Gatan 656 Dimple Grinder until approximately 20 um thick at
the center. These dimpled samples were then ion-beam milled
using a Gatan Precision Ion Polishing System between 2.5 and
5.5 keV until electron transparent. Following the ion-beam
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FIG. 1. Experimental data from GdScO3 (a), (d), TbScO3 (b), (e), and DyScO3 (c), (f). AFM images (a)–(c) show clean, atomically terraced
surfaces, and TED (d)–(f) along the LnScO3 [110] zone axis demonstrates a lack of extra surface diffraction spots. Scale bars are 200 nm in
(a)–(c) and 2 nm−1 in (d)–(f).

thinning, which is known to introduce surface disorder and
reduce most oxide surfaces, the samples were annealed at
1050 °C in air for 12 h to reorder the surface. Annealing was
done immediately preceding characterization experiments to
ensure a clean sample.

Angle-resolved XPS was performed using an ESCALAB
250Xi system with a monochromated Al Kα source and all
spectra are averages of 5–10 scans. A flood gun was used to
compensate sample charging during the experiments. Before
examining the surface chemistry using angle-resolved XPS,
survey, C 1s, and O 1s spectra were acquired for all samples to
ensure no spurious signal from impurities or adsorbates would
impact compositional analysis. In all cases these confirmed
that there were no impurities above the detection limit and
minimal adsorbed carbon and water. Atomic force microscopy
(AFM) images were acquired with a Bruker FastScan AFM
operated in tapping mode to characterize the larger-scale
surface morphology.

Electron microscopy was performed at 200 kV using a
Hitachi H8100 and the Argonne aberration-corrected TEM
(ACAT), which is a modified FEI Titan 80-300 ST with
Cs and Cc correction. The Hitachi was used for diffraction
of the single-crystal samples to observe surface diffraction
spots, and the ACAT was used for high-resolution profile-view
imaging to directly observe the reconstruction. The profile-
view imaging of the (110) surface was performed on GdScO3

and DyScO3 nanoparticles prepared as described by Paull
et al. [4], tilted to either the [1̄10] or [1̄12] zones. Multislice
simulations were performed using the MACTEMPAS code using
typical working conditions for the ACAT (200 kV, <10 um
Cs, 40-nm focal spread).

The all-electron augmented plane wave+local orbitals
WIEN2K package was used for DFT calculations [19]. The
exchange and correlation term was approximated using the
PBESOL functional with on-site hybrids, which adds an exact-
exchange hybrid correction within the muffin tins [20–22].
In this work, on-site hybrid fractions of 0.38, 0.50, and

0.80 were used for the Ln 4 f , Ln 5d , and Sc 3d orbitals,
respectively. These values are those reported in Mizzi et al.
[23]. They correspond to the hybrid fractions that minimize
the forces on the atoms using the known bulk positions [24],
and were shown to yield simulated XPS valence band spectra
in good agreement with experiment [23]. The Ln 4 f hybrid
term corrects for the known inadequacies of conventional
functionals in describing the exchange coupling of 4 f states;
the larger terms for the d orbitals reduce the well-known
overhybridization of the essentially empty metal d states with
neighboring O 2p states, increasing the ionicity. A value of 6.0
was used for the plane-wave expansion parameter RKMAX, and
a 1 × 4 × 4 k-point mesh was used. Muffin-tin radii of 2.02,
1.82, and 1.68 atomic units were chosen for the Ln, Sc, and
O atoms, respectively. These radii were chosen to minimize
the inclusion of O 2p tails within the cation muffin tins which
disrupts the exact-exchange corrections within the Ln and Sc
muffin tins [23]. A slab with 92 unique atoms, P121/m1 sym-
metry, and approximately 14 Å of vacuum was used to model
the surface [20–22]. Optimized lattice constants calculated
using the on-site hybrid method with the PBESOL functional
were used throughout this work. The electron density and
all atomic positions were simultaneously converged using a
quasi-Newton algorithm [25]. A ferromagnetic ordering was
imposed on the structure; test calculations with an antiferro-
magnetic ordering resulted in minimal changes in positions or
energy. Spin-orbit couplings were not included in this work.

III. RESULTS

AFM of the surfaces in Figs. 1(a)–1(c) confirms an atomi-
cally stepped (110) surface following the annealing as seen in
similar materials [15,26]. In addition, surface-sensitive elec-
tron diffraction, which involves using an electron beam in a
nanodiffraction geometry on a very thin region of the sample,
was done to observe the reconstruction’s periodicity. TED in
plan-view shown in Figs. 1(d)–1(f) suggests a structure with
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FIG. 2. (a) Experimental angle-resolved XPS intensity ratios of the integrated scandium 2p and the lanthanide 3d signals for the three
LnScO3 materials. Plotting the data against the model in (b) shows the experimental data have the best approximate match to a double-layer
scandium termination, but the model is too crude to determine the exact chemistry.

a (1 × 1) periodicity with respect to the (110) surface, as no
extra diffraction spots are present. We note that there was
minimal diffuse scattering, which indicates that the surface
has a true (1 × 1) periodicity rather than a disordered surface
with an average (1 × 1) periodicity but local disorder. The
latter is typical of samples prior to annealing.

Next, angle-resolved XPS was used to determine the sur-
face chemistry. Figure 2(a) shows the ratios of the Sc 2p and
the Ln 3d XPS signals as a function of angle; here normal
incidence is at zero degrees. As the angle increases and the
signal from the surface becomes more dominant, the Sc signal
increases with respect to the Ln signal. This indicates that
the surfaces of all three scandates are similarly Sc rich. It
should be noted that there is a large uncertainty in these
angle-resolved XPS measurements due to factors such as
photoelectron channeling as well as minor variations in the in-
plane orientation between experiments and the area scanned.
Hence the total error is difficult to quantify. To further estimate
the number of scandium layers in the surface reconstruction,
the XPS signals were theoretically modeled.

The ratio of Sc 2p to Ln 3d signals from a ScO−
2 -terminated

bulk slab, ISc,bulk and ILn,bulk respectively, is given in Eq. (1),

ISc2p,bulk

ILn3d,bulk
= αSc2p ρSc

αLn3d ρLn

∑∞
m=1 D2m−2

Sc2p
∑∞

m=1 D2m−1
Ln3d

= αSc2pρSc

αLn3dρLn

1

1 − D2
Sc2p

DLn3d

D2
Ln3d − 1

, (1)

where αi is the photoionization cross section of the indicated
orbital, ρ j is the areal number density of atom j, m is the num-
ber of unit cells generating signal, and Di = exp(− t

cos(θ )λi
) is

an exponential damping function which is a function of the
layer thickness t , inelastic mean-free path of the electron λi,
and angle towards the detector θ [27–29]. Each summed term
represents one unit cell, and the topmost layer of the LnScO3

unit is ScO−
2 , representing a single Sc layer termination. This

sum converges as shown for a slab thicker than the inelastic
mean-free path of the relevant electrons in the system. The
total signal intensities for different surface chemistries, ISc2p

and ILn3d , can then be calculated by adding surface layer
contributions to the preceding bulk intensities. This is shown
in Eq. (2) below for the case of an extra Sc surface layer
(resulting in a double-layer termination):

ISc2p

ILn3d
= αSc2pρSc + DSc2pISc2p,bulk

DLn3d ILn3d,bulk
. (2)

Figure 2(b) shows how the intensity ratio varies when
changing the number of surface layers and their respective
chemistries. As demonstrated, changing the number of layers
results in a significant change in the intensity ratio, while
changing the chemistry of the terminating layer (shown as 2
and 2.5 layers), only results in minor changes. In this case,
the experimental data were found to match best with a double
layer of scandium oxide ScxOy on the surface. As derived, the
model assumes a perfectly clean surface, but in reality there
will always be a small amount of adsorbates. This would affect
the results by introducing a small amount of surface damping,
although the magnitude would be negligible and within the
previously mentioned experimental spread.

The experimental results indicate that there is no larger
cell reconstruction, and that the surface was a scandium-
rich double layer (with oxygen). This reduces the possible
structures from a very large number to a small number. We
next apply chemical constraints to further reduce the number
of possibilities. Oxide surfaces are not random arrangements
of atoms; there are chemical constraints such as valence
neutrality and Pauling’s rules by which they abide, as shown
by Andersen et al. [30]. Briefly, three of the main constraints
on oxide surface structures are (1) the structure will maximize
symmetry; (2) corner-sharing polyhedra are preferred to edge
sharing, which in turn are preferred to face sharing; and (3) the
surface will adopt bulk-like structures if possible. Therefore,
the inner layer of the double-layer scandium termination will
adopt a bulk-like structure, leaving the charge balancing and
rearrangement largely in the outermost layer. In this case,
based upon the XPS data and valence neutrality conditions
the (110) surface adopts a surface chemistry of Sc3O4, and
these atoms will be arranged on the surface to both maxi-
mize symmetry and minimize face-sharing polyhedra while
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FIG. 3. DFT relaxed structure shown for DyScO3. The three ma-
jor pseudocubic axes are shown. With respect to the Pbnm structure,
the view directions are [110] (a), [1̄10] (b), [001] (c). Bulk ScO6

octahedra are gray, surface ScO5[] octahedra are blue, and surface
ScO4 tetrahedra are red. Dy atoms are pictured as blue spheres.

maintaining reasonable coordinations with each other and the
inner layer of the double layer. The lack of extra surface
diffraction spots in the TED experiments (and minimal diffuse
scattering) indicates that the periodicity of the reconstruction
was the same as the bulk repeat unit in the [110] direction,
further reducing the number of feasible structures.

The combination of the experimental and chemical con-
straints leads to a total of six occupied Sc polyhedral sites for
the outermost layer out of the eight available sites. With these
constraints established, DFT calculations were performed on
all unique permutations using this experimental information.
The lowest energy minimized structure for DyScO3 is shown
in Fig. 3. The overall motif (i.e., the periodicity and occupied
sites) of the reconstruction is the same for GdScO3, with
minor variations in the exact positions of the surface atoms.
This is not surprising as the materials have different lattice pa-
rameters and octahedral tilts below the reconstructed surface.
We do not suggest an exact structure for TbScO3 here because
there are ambiguities about the exact position of the single
minority 4 f electron as discussed previously [23]. However,
we do suggest that it reconstructs in a similar fashion based
on the experimental evidence from AFM, TED, and XPS.
Full atomic positions for the (110) surfaces of GdScO3 and
DyScO3 are provided in Supplemental CIF files [31].

To experimentally verify the low-energy structure pre-
dicted from theory, high-resolution TEM profile-view imag-
ing of the GdScO3 nanoparticle surface was compared to
multislice simulations of the images based on the predicted
structure. As shown in Fig. 4, a good match is observed. High-
resolution TEM profile-view imaging of the DyScO3 nanopar-
ticle surface is also consistent with a double-layer termination.

Having experimentally confirmed the predicted atomic
structure of the DyScO3 and GdScO3 reconstructions, we now
analyze deviations from the bulk electronic structure arising
from the Sc-rich surfaces using our DFT calculations. We
emphasize changes to the valence band and the creation of in-
gap surface Sc 3d and O 2p states because both are important
in the context of thin-film heterostructures, a common use for
DyScO3 and GdScO3. Ln 4 f states, although included in this
analysis for completeness, are shown to be essentially bulklike
throughout the slab and their valence band contributions have
been analyzed in detail elsewhere [23].

FIG. 4. High resolution electron microscopy (HREM) profile-
view imaging along the psuedocubic (01̄1) zone axis for GdScO3 (a)
and DyScO3 (b) showing a double-layer termination. The DyScO3

particles exhibited significant charging and mobility under the elec-
tron beam, leading to substantial drifting. Imaging along the pseu-
docubic (010) zone axis of GdScO3 along with overlaid multislice
simulation and solved crystal structure are shown in (c).

Figure 5 compares the Sc 3d and O 2p partial density of
states (pDOS) in the three Sc-O coordination environments
in these GdScO3 and DyScO3 slabs: ScO6 octahedra, ScO5[]

FIG. 5. Partial density of states associated with Ln 4 f , Sc 3d , and
O 2p states in (a) GdScO3 and (b) DyScO3. Positive and negative
DOS values are spin up and down, respectively. Negative energies
correspond to occupied states and positive energies correspond to
unoccupied states, with zero set to the bulk valence band maximum.
In all cases states from the central-most layer of the surface slabs
(black, solid lines) are compared to states from separate bulk cal-
culations (black, shaded). While the Ln has only one surface-most
unit (technically the second subsurface layer, plotted in red), the Sc
and O have two unique polyhedral surface structures: ScO5[] (blue),
and ScO4 (red). The occupied Sc and unoccupied O states have been
scaled by a factor of 10 for clarity as indicated in the plots.
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surface octahedra with a missing oxygen, and ScO4 surface
tetrahedra. The valence band is dominated by filled O 2p and
Ln 4 f states, and the conduction band by unoccupied Sc 3d
states. In both materials, the pDOS associated with the ScO6

octahedra taken from the central-most slab layer are nearly
indistinguishable from independent bulk calculations, and
below the double layer the Sc 3d and O 2p pDOS only exhibit
minor deviations from the bulk pDOS. This indicates suffi-
ciently large slabs were used in the simulations. In contrast
there are sizable differences between the Sc 3d and O 2p states
in the surface double layer and the bulk in both materials:
states associated with ScO4 are concentrated near the valence
band maximum whereas those associated with ScO5[] are
concentrated near the valence band minimum. Additionally,
our calculations indicate that GdScO3 and DyScO3 possess
in-gap surface states located 4–5 eV above the valence band
maximum which are mostly Sc 3d in character and primarily
associated with ScO4 tetrahedra on the surface. These changes
in the surface electronic structure and the presence of in-gap
surface states, which have been experimentally confirmed in
DyScO3 using electron energy-loss spectroscopy and ultra-
violet photoelectron spectroscopy, likely play a role in the
large charging observed in lanthanide scandates [3,32]. These
surface states have yet to be experimentally confirmed in
GdScO3.

IV. DISCUSSION

The {100} pseudocubic atomic planes of 332 ABO3 per-
ovskite materials in the Pbnm structure [which are the (110),
(1̄10), and (001)] are either BO−

2 or AO+, with minor dif-
ferences in the relative directions of the octahedral tilts as
indicated by the Glazer notation description in the Intro-
duction. In light of the valence neutrality constraint of the
surface, this nonzero valence of each layer implies that the
surface terminations cannot exist as bulk truncations and must
undergo reconstruction, adsorption of a foreign species, or a
similar process to be valence neutral. For example, each pseu-
docubic unit of the double-layer reconstruction reported here
possesses a +0.5 valence to match the negatively valent BO2

−

layer below. Besides valence neutrality, surface structures
must adhere to Pauling’s rules; the reconstruction reported
here is the lowest-energy solution to simultaneously neutralize

the valence while satisfying Pauling’s rules. Importantly, sat-
isfying these two constraints for {100} pseudocubic surfaces
of 332 perovskites is agnostic to many details of the material:
the valence of each layer and the structural units are com-
mon to all {100} pseudocubic surfaces of 332 perovskites.
Therefore, it is reasonable to suspect this double-layer surface
reconstruction will lie on the convex hull for most if not
all {100} pseudocubic surfaces of 332 perovskites. This is
supported by our observations on these three scandates where
we have found evidence for the same surface reconstruction
independent of the A-site cation.

This should not be taken to indicate that this Sc-rich
double-layer reconstruction is the only possible surface struc-
ture for these systems. This is determined by the balance
between exchange of atoms between the bulk and the initial
surface composition whether from epi-polishing, a buffered
solution or similar treatment, or deposition onto the surface.
For instance, it is established that extended annealing of
strontium titanate in oxidizing conditions leads to strontium
vacancies in the bulk which diffuse to the surface, leading to
a strontium oxide-rich surface [33,34]. In contrast, aqueous
treatments preferentially remove strontium from the surface
leaving titanium-rich surfaces; titanium-rich surfaces are also
produced following annealing in reducing conditions or ion-
beam milling [26,33]. Our results imply similar B-site enrich-
ment for the LnScO3 family, although more work is required
to fully define the details, both the surface composition as a
function of (pre)treatment as well as the relevant bulk point
defects.
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